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Abstract 

We proposed operating HMD by BMI to speed up operation and to enhance the convenience in wearable device 
equipping HMD. But it is difficult to reflect user's thought direct on operation at this stage. In order to realize it, we 
need to identify a kind of human's brain signal when human thinks about moving object. So our study verifies 
whether it is possible to identify by imaging direction in data that we investigate cerebral blood flow changes in 
using NIRS when subject thinks about moving object.  Identification was using neural network. The average of 
identification ratio of 4 direction in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 4 direction in Oxy-Hb, the 
average of identification ratio of 4 direction in Deoxy-Hb are 32.25%, 36.0% and 37.0%, respectively. The average 
of identification ratio of 2 direction, up and down, in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 direction, up 
and down, in Oxy-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 direction, up and down, in Deoxy-Hb are 63.5%, 
62.0% and 62.5%, respectively.  The average of identification ratio of 2 direction, left and right, in Total-Hb, the 
average of identification ratio of 2 direction, left and right, in Oxy-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 
direction, left and right, in Deoxy-Hb are 58.0%, 55.5% and 69.0%, respectively.  From the results, we show the 
possibility of identification because identification ratio are higher than chance level. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, by the rapid development of the brain function measurement techniques, Brain-Machine Interface 
(BMI) has been attracting attention which applies it, and it has been carried out a number of research. BMI is a 
technique which controls hardware and software by using information obtained by measuring the electrical potential 
or blood flow changes that occur in human brain activity. It has become active the movement to try to apply this 
technology in various fields. And its contributions in many field are expected, for example the medical field. The 
results that BMI controls the prosthetic limbs and electric wheelchairs have been reported. But, those good result 
often has been made by using invasive methods, because BMI needs highly accurate data. For example, subject is 
embedded electrode directly in the brain after craniotomy to measure data. BMI using invasive can be measured high 
accuracy data. However, there is possibility that lose user's health. Therefore, it is not readily available. 
Consequently, development of a BMI device using a non-invasive for measuring brain activity without craniotomy 
have been expected. And many studies have been performed. Compared with invasive, non-invasive can measure 
and removal easily. It is safety, because it is lower the possibility that lose user's health. Furthermore, because non-
invasive measuring portable device has been developed, it is becoming enable measuring except in the medical room 
or a laboratory. But there is a problem that measurement accuracy falls by mixing many noise easily. So 
Improvement of brain activity recognition processing by data processing has become an issue. Near-InfraRed 
Spectroscopy (NIRS) is a one of the non-invasive type of brain function measuring device. It does not constrain 
body too much and is not affected by the electromagnetic waves or myoelectric. 

 In recent years, wearable computers that has a head mounted display (HMD) are often developed. HMD means a 
display device mounting on the head. There is a hat shape, a glasses shape and others. Currently, these devices are 
often operated by hands or voice. Therefore it have not achieved sufficient operability yet partly because some 
people dislike operating by voice and partly because HMD needs hands even if you operate little time. I think that if 
devices can be operated by thinking, these problem is solved and devices come in more useful. For example if 
operation can be done by think about the movement of the cursor in a menu screen, people who cannot use hands 
become possible to operate devices. In case of game, because if moving character by imaging we will not need 
controller, possibilities spread. 

 Using BMI to HMD, convenience is enhanced. But in the current stage, it is difficult to reflect the thinking 
directly in operation. In order to realize it, we need to identify a kind of human's brain signal when man thinks about 
moving object. Our study verifies whether it is possible to identify by imaging direction in data that we investigate 
cerebral blood flow changes in using NIRS when subject thinks about moving object. We experiment to measure 
cerebral blood flow in NIRS when subject thinks about moving object to left and right, top and bottom. We 
investigate a kind of characteristic and identify correlation in Interpersonal and intrapersonal when subject think 
about moving object to 4 direction in order to realize operating computer by humans thinking. 

2. BMI studies using NIRS 

Two studies related to the BMI in NIRS are shown in the following. 

2.1. NIRS-based On/Off-type System for Decision-making Assist 

This study considers possibility of system using brain activity of prefrontal area by developing NIRS-based 
on/off-type system for decision-making assist. As training task, subject memorizes any arrow, one's direction left 
and right, top and bottom, are displayed on the screen. After that any direction of the arrow continue to be displayed 
upper right on the screen at random. Then subject compares the memorized arrow with the displayed arrow and 
psychological state is assigned to the displayed directions accord or not. After the task completion, support vector 
machine learn from measured data. In maze task, subject tries to move red dot to the blue dot in the random-created 
maze. System displays any direction of the arrow upper right on the screen. Subject compares a direction which 
subject want to go with the displayed arrow and psychological state is assigned to the displayed directions accord or 
not. At this time system measures Oxy-Hb concentration change and identified by support vector machine. When 
the direction of displayed arrow accord the direction which subject want to go, red dot move to same direction. 
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2.2. Discrimination of subjects' intended four directions based on blood data in frontal lobe measured by 2ch NIRS 

This study investigates possibility of identifying direction of the arrow by using cerebral blood flow changes 
which is measured by NIRS when the arrow whose direction left and right, top and bottom is displayed. Subjects 
equipped 2chNIRS and were measured a cerebral blood flow state of the frontal lobe. An experiment displays visual 
stimuli that are white cross and white arrow whose direction is left and right, top and bottom on a black background. 
In rest, a cross is displayed. In task, an arrow is displayed. An experiment was done in a darkroom. Stimuli of the 
arrow is displayed each direction ten times as 1 session, and each subject is measured 10 session. And, order of 
arrows displayed are at random. Subjects concentrate space on the direction of the arrow while looking the arrow. 

Like NIRS-based On/Off-type System for Decision-making Assist, the way of identification that whether the 
direction of the arrow and the direction user wants to move accord or not is effective way because it is easy to 
identify. So our study try to identify signal user tries to move object for realizing quickly operation. 

   Like Discrimination of subjects' intended four directions based on blood data in frontal lobe measured by 2ch 
NIRS, if an experiment do in the darkroom, noise was decreased, and a precision of data will become better. 
However when BMI reality use, it will be is rare to be used in the darkroom. Therefore it is important to 
experiment in reality conditions and to investigate what kinds of noise are mixed. Consequently, our experiment 
do in open space with moderate light. If using arrow stimuli, it will become easy to identify the direction. But this 
way is not effective for BMI because there is possibility that user concentrates shape of an arrow. Our experiment 
use a black circle to make subjects do not concentrate shape. So the problem of our study is experimenting in 
near reality conditions and identifying a kind of direction by cerebral blood flow changes when subjects are 
imaging moving object. 

3. Cerebral blood flow measurement experiment at the time of imagining the object movement 

3.1. Experiment conditions 

The number of subjects who are healthy males in their 20s is ten people. We experiment after explaining and 
receiving them agreement. The experiment was used wearable topography "WOT-100" made by Hitachi, Ltd. 
Measurement points are 10 points (7ch~16ch) with a focus on frontal lobe (figure 1).  

Subjects sit on the chair when experimenting. Experiment room kept a good condition by adjusting temperature, 
light and noise for concentrating. 

Fig. 1. Using channel 
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3.2. The way to imagine moving object 

The way to imagine moving object is to imagine immovable black circle on the display is moving. We thought 
The way to watch a circle moving is not suitable because subjects only watch a circle moving. In this case, there is 
not the mind it try to move an object. An experiment with closed eye has little noise. But our study experiments with 
opened eyes to meet circumstances when BMI reality use. 

3.3. Experiment method 

Subjects sit on the chair and gaze a frontal display. An experiment is used the block design (figure 2) as task 
time. In rest time, subjects gaze the cross (figure 3 right) which is on the screen without thinking about anything. In 
task time, subjects imagine moving the black circle (Figure 3 left) which is on the screen whose diameter is about 2 
centimeters. Subjects learn the move direction that object before the experiment began. 10 task is as 1 measurement. 
During 1 measurement imagine all the same direction. Direction imagining is top, bottom, left and right. Each one 
twice.

3.4. Data processing 

We processed NIRS data as follow. In the first step, we used a band-pass filter to select the data of frequencies 
from 0.02Hz up to 0.1Hz. In the second step, measured NIRS data of each task set is divided into 10 blocks which 
are included 5 seconds data before the task and 10 seconds data after the task. In the third step, we calculated 
baseline of measured data from 5 seconds of the beginning and the end of the task blocks, and this baseline fitting is 
applied to the original data. In the last step, the neural network learned the average value between task blocks of the 
training data and classified the test data. 

3.5. Neural network 

We identified the NIRS data by using hierarchical 3 layer neural network (figure 4). Input data is average of 
amount of hemoglobin each block, and output data is directions that is up and down, and left and right directions. 
Our study used data of the odd number as learning data and data of the even number as test data in neural network. 

Fig. 2. Block design 

Fig. 3. Experiment image 
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Fig. 4.  Neural network 

4. Experimental results 

The graph that shows addition average of hemoglobin change is shown in the figure 5. 

Figure 5 shows Total-Hb increase on the forehead when subjects imagined moving the object. In the case of Oxy-
Hb and Deoxy-Hb, amount of hemoglobin changed during task time, same as Total-Hb. In rest time, the change 
amount of hemoglobin tended to converge 0. Thereby, we confirmed we extracted the feature we want to detect. 
Even if same subject imagined same direction, some waveform shown different form partly because cerebral blood 
flow changes is different by influence of subject's health or surrounding condition and partly because measurement 
instrument WOT-100 cannot fix the measurement point and a gap of measurement point may make a gap of the 
measurement result. Comparing waveform between each subject, timing of hemoglobin changes or amount of 
hemoglobin changes was different from other subject. So we can guess a cerebral blood flow change is different 
from individual to individual when man imagines moving object. 

Fig. 5. Total-Hb change graph of the subject D 
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The identification ratio of 4 directions in neural network is shown in the table 1. 

 Table 1 shows the average of identification ratio in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio in Oxy-Hb, the 
average of identification ratio in Deoxy-Hb are 32.25%, 36.0% and 37.0%, respectively. When checking 
identification ratio of each direction, all type of hemoglobin is the highest identification ratio in up direction. And 
right direction is often the 2nd highest identification ratio.  Down direction and left direction are not often high 
identification ratios. We guess that there are a direction which is easy to imagine and a direction which is difficult to 
imagine between individuals because there are a direction of high identification ratio and a direction of low 
identification ratio. When checking identification ratio of each subject, every average of identification ratio is more 
than 25%, on the other hand there are some direction whose identification ratio is lower than 25%. Deoxy-Hb is the 
highest the average of identification ratio, but the difference in identification ratio between individuals is large.  
From the above, we think Oxy-Hb is suitable input data in neural network when identifying 4 direction stably. 
In addition, we identified 2 direction, up and down, and left and right. The identification ratio of 2 directions, up 

and down, in neural network is shown in the table 2. And the identification ratio of 2 directions, left and right, is 
shown in the table 3. 

Table 2 shows the average of identification ratio in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio in Oxy-Hb, the 
average of identification ratio in Deoxy-Hb are 63.5%, 62.0% and 62.5%, respectively.  When identifying the 
direction up or down, overall average of identification ratio in every type of hemoglobin is about the same 
identification ratio. When checking identification ratio of each subject, average of identification ratio is all more 
than 50% in case of Total-Hb. But subject j's average of identification ratio is lower than 50% in case of Oxy-Hb, 

Table 2. Identification result (2direction up and down) 

Table 1. Identification result (4 
direction)
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and subject i's average of identification ratio is lower than 50% in case of Deoxy-Hb. From the above, we think 
Total-Hb is suitable input data in neural network when identifying direction up or down stably. 

Table 3 shows the average of identification ratio in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio in Oxy-Hb, the 
average of identification ratio in Deoxy-Hb are 58.0%, 55.5% and 69.0%, respectively.  When checking 
identification ratio of each subject, subject e and subject j's average of identification ratio is lower than 50% in case 
of Total-Hb,and subject a and subject f's average of identification ratio is lower than 50% in case of Oxy-Hb, in 
addition subject e, subject f and subject h's average of identification ratio is lower than 50% in case of Deoxy-Hb.  
Comparing identification ratio in left or right with identification ratio in up or down, identification ratio in up or 
down is overall higher than one in up or down. Because of that, we guess that man imagines movement more easily 
direction vertical than direction horizontal. 

5. Conclusion 

We proposed operating HMD by BMI to speed up operation and to enhance the convenience in wearable device 
equipping HMD. But it is difficult to reflect user's thought direct on operation at this stage. In order to realize it, we 
need to identify a kind of human's brain signal when man thinks about moving object. So our study verifies whether 
it is possible to identify by imaging direction in data that we investigate cerebral blood flow changes in using NIRS 
when subject thinks about moving object.  Identification was using neural network. The average of identification 
ratio of 4 direction in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 4 direction in Oxy-Hb, the average of 
identification ratio of 4 direction in Deoxy-Hb are 32.25%, 36.0% and 37.0%, respectively. The average of 
identification ratio of 2 direction, up and down, in Total-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 direction, up and 
down, in Oxy-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 direction, up and down, in Deoxy-Hb are 63.5%, 62.0% 
and 62.5%, respectively.  The average of identification ratio of 2 direction, left and right, in Total-Hb, the average of 
identification ratio of 2 direction, left and right, in Oxy-Hb, the average of identification ratio of 2 direction, left and 
right, in Deoxy-Hb are 58.0%, 55.5% and 69.0%, respectively.  From the results, we show the possibility of 
identification because identification ratio are higher than chance level.  

In the future, In the future, to improve identification ratio, we will check identification ratio each channel and 
choose channel to identify, and we will experiment in several task length. 
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